Beyond HWS
This semester, Faculty and Staff have been researching best practices at other institutions in the areas of the classroom and language usage, campus communications, student health and wellness, alumni relations and campus safety. The group has also strengthened the connection with the Center for the Finger Lakes—Geneva’s LGBTQ Resource Center.

Student Outreach
The LGBTQ & Allies group met with Pride Alliance to discuss ways in which Faculty and Administrators could best support students at HWS. Conversations included looking at gender pronoun issues, conferring of degrees for transgender students, and more training opportunities for Faculty and Administrators.

Keeping You in the Loop
The LGBTQ & Allies group recently established an email address lgbtq&a@hws.edu—a vehicle through which systematic updates are generated with events on campus and in the community, as well as work being done on campus.

What is Already Here
The LGBTQ & Allies group is compiling an inventory of LGBTQ programs and initiatives at HWS in order to know where we are and where we are going.

Webpage
Working with the Office of Communications, the LGBTQ & Allies group will be establishing a webpage with a listing of administrators who have been Safe Zone trained, resources available on campus and contact information.

HWS Orientation
The group is looking at possible programming to include in First Year Orientation.

Best Practices
Strategize on how to implement and apply best practices from other institutions here at HWS.

Training
Future training will consist of having student led dialogues on gender pronoun usage and having a training for Allies on “How to Be an Ally.”

Continuing the Conversation
Collaborate with Residential Education and the Geneva School District to bring the film “Bully” to campus and have a panel discussion on the topic as it relates to LGBTQ students.
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